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A REMARK ON R. POL'S THEOREM COMCERNING

A-WEAKLY INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL SPACES

By

Zhu JlAN-PlNG

For notations and relevant definitionswe refer to [1].

Theorem (MA). There is no universal space in the class of all metrizable

separable A-weakly infinite-dimensionalspaces.

R. Pol proved thistheorem in [1] under CH. The proof we shallgive is

similarwith the one given in [1] but a littlemore direct.

Lemma 1. Let Sal" be a countable union of zero-dimensional subsets. If

CdQ) satisfiesthat for any open neighbourhood U of S |C＼£7|<c, then CuS is

A-weakly infinite-dimensional.

The proof is parallel to the proof of Lemma 1 in [1], noting that in Im

every subset with cardinalityless than c is zero-dimensional.

Lemma 2 (MA). Let {Ga: a<X} be a family of open neighbourhoods of H

in I and X<t, where Z={x<^Iw: all but finitely many coordinates of x are

equal to zero}. Then there existpositive numbers ai El(i<=(o)such that U[0, Qj]

ar＼{Ga: a<2}. Therefore, if Edla) can be embedded in an A-weakly infinite-

dimensional space, then n{Ga: a<Z}＼E^O.

Proof. Let -$={[0, 1/n]: n>0＼. We define P={(a,b): a is a finite

sequence in & & b^＼_X]<<0} and for any {a', b'),{a, 6)eP, where a=(I0, h, ■･■,h)

and a'=(I'o, Ii, - , /nO, (a', &')^(a, 6) iff 6'Z)6, n^n', /<= /{ for any /^n and

if n<n', Jil'iX II I(Zr＼{Ga: a^b}. It is obvious that ^ is a partial order
isn' iyn'

on P. Since all of first components of elements of P are countable, P is ccc

(in fact <T-centred).

Let Da―{{a, b)^P: a<=b} and Fn ―{{a, b): the length of a is larger than

w}. It is easily seen that Da is dense in P for any a<2.. Now we want to
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show that Fn is dense for any n£a). Take any (a, b)<^P. If the length of a

is larger than n, then (a, b)<BFn. So we suppose that a=(IQ, Iu ■■■,Im), where

m<n. Since r＼{Ga: a^b] is an open neighbourhood of 2, we can find a' =

(Io, ■■■, Im, /m+i, ･･･, h) such that ILIiXJI Ian{Ga :a^b}. Therefore, (a', b)

<{a, b) and (a', b)^Fn.

By MA, we have a filter G in P such GnDa^0 Gr＼Fn^0 for any ≪<^

and n<(0. Let W{a: there is a (a, !≫)eG} = {/b: /ie(o). Then TL Ind
n<a>

rMGa: a<X＼.

Proof of Theorem. Let E<z.I0) be any
^4-weakly

infinite-dimensional

space. Let {(Ha, ha): a<c} be the family of all pairs such that Ha is a G^-set

in Im containing 2 and ha: Ha->I0' is an embedding which maps 2 onto a

subset of E. Let {Ga: a<c} be all of the open sets which contain 2. Take

xa^r＼{Gp: fi?^a}＼h~XE). Then by an argument paralleled to the one in the

end of [1], we have M=2＼J{xa: a<c＼ can not be embedded in E.

Remark 3. It is easilyseen from the proof of Lemma 2 that the theorem

is true under MAff.centred,i.e. p=c, which is strictlyweaker than MA.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Y. Kodama and all

of the members in his seminar for their stimulating discusions.
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